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Consumer PR
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Partnerships and outreach targeting consumers and 

consumer media to spread the word about the great 

taste, versatility, nutrition, health benefits and premium 

quality of California Prunes
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Consumer Message & Material Refinement 

• To date: 
• As we began the fiscal year, we worked to 

refine and evolve the master consumer 
key message document for all agency 
teams to use. 

• We used those to freshen consumer 
media materials included in our media 
outreach. 

• What’s ahead: 
• Upon completion of the consumer 

research, we will reevaluate the 
consumer key messages and evolve 
future media materials to focus on topics 
and points most relevant to the new 
target.
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17 earned media 

placements from 
August to December.*

87 total 

media placements 
containing key 
prune  messaging from
August to December.

644 million+ media

impressions for earned media 
placements from August 
through December.

2 billion+ total media 

impressions for prune key 
messages from August 
through December.

Summary of FY23-24 Consumer Media Results to Date News Announcements

This fall CPB’s new agency, Wild Hive, 
mailed a harvest-timed introductory 
mailing to national media and engaged 
in conversation about editorial needs in 
the coming months. 

Through the Nutrition Communications 
program budget, we promoted a new 
study linking prunes with a role in 
managing inflammation.

We partnered with cookbook 
author, Natasha Feldman, for media 
outreach about easy entertaining with 
California Prunes, with a virtual cooking 
event and satellite media tour planned 
for January and February.

*“Earned” means stories that were actively pitched to media; authored, placed or sourced by culinary or nutrition experts with whom CPB has actively engaged; or that 
message CPB-funded research

• 32% of total media placements includes messaging that highlights the 

taste and versatility of prunes.

• 72% of total media placements include messaging that highlights the 

health benefits of prunes. (38% gut health, 23% bone health, 31% on 
other health benefits)



Key Messages: Taste & Versatility
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The best allergy 
substitutes for 

cooking & baking



Key Messages: Nutrition & Health Benefits
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“Research has also shown 
that eating prunes every 
day can improve stool 
consistency and 
frequency…”

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25109788/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25109788/
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/25109788/


Key Messages: Nutrition & Health Benefits (continued)
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What’s Driving the Coverage

• Layered and ongoing relationship building over time: To date in FY23-24, stories that message taste and 
versatility are a result primarily of dietitian relationship building as well as chef and culinary 
relationship building. Stories about prune nutrition and health benefits are overwhelmingly authored, 
sourced or placed by media dietitians with whom CPB has repeated engagement. In recent months that 
meant placements in TODAY, the Food Network and Good Housekeeping.

• Continued promotion of prune nutrition research: It appears to be working. Just this month it got 
prunes mentioned in Buzzfeed as a superfood along with just three other foods -- almonds, blueberries 
and avocados...something that likely would not have happened four years ago!
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Introductory Media Mailing & Engagement

Output/Activity:
Direct mailing to editors/writers from relevant top-tier 
publications announcing the 2023 prune harvest, providing 
relevant information and resources and introducing new 
agency of record.

Purpose/Goal of the Outreach:
• Connect with key media contacts to keep California prunes 

top of mind in fall nutrition and recipe features as well as 
tease out ideas for the holidays.

• Gauge interest in prune facts, research and recipes, and 
how we can help media contacts in personalized ways.

• Introduce Wild Hive contacts as their new media contacts. 

Outcomes:
• 14 national writers/editors opted-in to receive the 

mailing; total of 58 pitched.
• Social share from Joy Bauer of TODAY.
• Two-sided PDF created highlighting health benefits and 

usage ideas for media.
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Media Campaign in Progress:

The Dinner Party Project

• Media outreach partnership with cookbook 
author and YouTube cooking show host, Natasha 
Feldman.

• Natasha’s 2023 cookbook was named one of the 
best of the year by the Los Angeles Times and is 
now carried at Anthropologie.

• The campaign focuses on the versatility of prunes 
in easy entertaining with print, online, TV and 
social elements.

• Social posts highlighted prunes in easy recipes – a 
beef tagine and a chocolate walnut cake – 
reaching 30,000+ people, garnering 1,500+ 
engagements, 28,000+ video views and an 
average engagement rate of 5.15% on posts.

• To come in January and February: A virtual event 
with national food media and a satellite media 
tour with TV news stations nationwide.

 

Natasha calls herself “your 35-year-
old Jewish grandmother” and 
describes her extended family’s 
fondness for and familiarity cooking 
with prunes.
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Consumer PR: What’s Ahead

Nutrition News Update Media Event
• To date: We have secured a 55-minute session at this event for 

top-tier national nutrition media, which will include nutrition 
research update from our registered dietitian partner, Leslie 
Bonci, and culinary inspiration from Dr. Sabrina Falquier. Our 
sponsorship will include prune integration into a meal or snack 
served during the 2-day event and an attendee survey for 
learnings and continual improvement.

• What’s ahead: The event will take place in March 17-19 in La 
Jolla, CA.

Spring Media Campaign
• To date: We’ve been in conversation with nutrition-minded 

cookbook authors with new books featuring prunes expected 
to launch this spring.

• What’s ahead: We will plan to partner with a cookbook author 
and leverage the news of their new cookbook to secure media 
placements for prunes.



Digital/Social Media/Content
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Platform Management, Influencer Program & Campaigns, 

Content Development for CPB owned channels



Influencers + Partners
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Influencers + Partners:
Objective: Reach established and target audiences with compelling content and usage 
ideas to increase incremental sales and consumption of California Prunes

Strategies:
• Continue relationship cultivation and paid programming with creators who have 

developed high-performing prune content, and add new talent based on audience, 
authority and expertise

• Repeat or expand successful partner programs, such as "Show Us What You're 
Cooking With California Prunes" contest, CA GROWN content sharing and Cherry 
Bombe Media "She's My Cherry Pie" podcast

• Lift key owned and endorsement content via SEO and content sharing agreements 
with all digital partners

Goals for Campaigns:
• 30+ Influencer/RD created original content pieces highlighting versatility, flavor, quality 

+ health benefits of California Prunes
• 2-3 partner activations including events, recipe contests, podcast series or similar 

programs
• 5 Million Impressions + Views with 150,000 Engagements on paid program content

Outcomes/Status
• 18 Influencer/RD created original content pieces
• 3 Chef/RD original content pieces for californiaprunes.org
• 3 partner activations
• 1,611,534 impressions + views
• 115,534 engagements on paid program content (including podcast downloads)

Impressions – estimated times a piece of content has been “viewed.” Content can be a news 
article, a recipe, podcast, etc.
Views - the number of times that consumers see a piece of digital video content
Engagement – an interaction someone has with a piece of content; shares, likes, comments, etc.
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#FACTS: consumers are more likely to try a product, recipe or idea if it comes from 
someone they trust – influencers are the next generation of "word of mouth" 
advertising.

Key Observation:

• Video content remains critical for engagement and most influencers are asked to 

include a reel-style video as part of their content package.

Influencer Content Created:
• 15 new influencer recipes +reels from the Holiday Entertaining Campaign
• 2 new recipes from the No Crumbs Left Contest
• 2 new chef created recipes from Ana Castro posted on CA Prunes website
• 1 recipe feature with author, influencer + podcast host Jessie Sheehan
• 1 new recipe from RD Liz Shaw posted on CA Prunes website
• 2 full page ads in Cherry Bombe magazine
• 2 full season sponsorships of She's My Cherry Pie podcast by Cherry Bombe
• In person Cherry Bombe collab event at Republique in Los Angeles with Prune Cake 

prepared by Chef Rose Wilde
• Cherry Bombe shared 6 CA Prunes Posts (Reels of new recipe content) across their 

social channels

Influencer Program Update



The “Show Us How You Cook With Prunes Challenge” - Influencer Campaign

GOAL: 1 million impressions + views

OUTCOME (to date): 2.1 million impression + views

Teri Turner from No Crumbs Left hosted a cooking contest encouraging her followers to either create a new recipe or use an existing recipe with California Prunes 
and post a picture on either Instagram or TikTok. This campaign was a repeat of last year's holiday campaign, and even more successful with nearly 500 entries (100 
more than last year)! 4 winners were chosen from Instagram and 2 from TikTok and received a MadeIn gift card and/or California Prune "swag."

In addition to providing new content, No Crumbs Left also promoted much of their existing prune recipes as inspiration for the contest. There was so much fun, 
energy and engagement—people seem to really love this contest!

15
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CA GROWN x CA Prunes New Recipes Featuring California Prunes & California Grown Commodities

12 new recipes were created and published on the California Prunes website. Recipes and 
related images are being cross promoted across CA GROWN's social media channels. New 
recipes include:

• Braised Chicken Thighs
• Roasted Brussels Sprouts + Sweet Potatoes
• Roasted Chicken with Citrus +  Prunes
• Wild Rice Pilaf
• Winter Fruit Salad w/ Kiwis and Citrus
• Whipped Ricotta with Prunes + Bacon
• Baked Feta with Pistachios, Olives, & Prunes
• Jalapeño Poppers
• Sheet Pan Tzimmes
• Prune Manhattan
• Prune Olive Relish
• Vegetarian Chili

New Chef Created Recipes
Chef Ana Castro (Lengua Madre and Acamaya) created two new recipes + videos. 

• Pork Chops with Mole Sauce
• Sweet Tamales

Upcoming Content:
• 2 Chef created recipes with videos each from Gregory Gourdet and Tracy Malechek to 

be posted on CA Prunes website

Chef Created

https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/braised-chicken-thighs/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/crispy-roasted-brussels-sprouts-sweet-potatoes/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/roasted-chicken-with-citrus-olives-and-prunes/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/wild-rice-pilaf-with-mushrooms-olives/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/a-zesty-citrus-kiwi-and-walnut-salad/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/whipped-ricotta-appetizer-recipe-with-bacon-prunes-and-pomegranate/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/easy-baked-feta-with-prunes-pistachios/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/sweet-spicy-and-delicious-jalapeno-poppers/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/an-easy-recipe-for-sheet-pan-tzimmes/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/manhattan-cocktail/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/delicious-prune-olive-relish/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/vegan-chili/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/ana-castros-pork-chops-with-mole-sauce/
https://californiaprunes.org/recipe/sweet-tamales/


Owned Social Platforms
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Objective: Increase top-of-mind awareness for California Prunes 
within owned and target audience via social platforms

Strategies:
• Continue promotion of owned content with focus on 

engagements + views, with audience narrowed to the Interim 
Target Audience

• Amplify positive media coverage, endorser and influencer content
• Engage with consumers, media, endorsers and influencers

Goals:

• 5 Million Impressions + Views at or above 3.5% 
Engagement (Facebook/Instagram/Twitter/Pinterest/YouTube) on 
owned channels

• Launch of California Prunes TikTok channel, reach 25,000 views

Outcomes/Status
• 5,864,465 Impressions + Views (Facebook/Instagram/Twitter/Pinterest/YouTube)
• 5.7 % Engagement (Facebook/Instagram/Twitter/Pinterest/ YouTube)
• TikTok views: 50,000

Impressions – estimated times a piece of content has been “viewed.” Content can be a news article, a 
video, a recipe, podcast, etc.
Engagement – an interaction someone has with a piece of content; shares, likes, comments, etc.
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Facebook Activity Summary
GOAL: 5 Million Impressions + Views at or above 3.5% Engagement (Facebook/Instagram/Twitter/Pinterest/YouTube) on owned channels 
and Launch of California Prunes TikTok channel, reach 25,000 views

Top 5 Highlights:

People are still into baking, especially recipes from 
well-known chefs and cookbook authors!  Baking 
recipes and influencer content always ranks well 
throughout the year, especially during the holiday 
season. Video content also performs well on 
Facebook.

Key Learnings:

• Sticky Buns 11/10/23 - Impressions: 30,660; Engagement: 4,407;  Engagement Rate: 14.3%
• Whipped Ricotta with Prunes 12/21/23 - Impressions: 21,651; Engagement: 3,822; Engagement Rate: 17.6%
• Beans Marbella 10/19/23 - Impressions: 34,619; Engagement: 3,915; Engagement Rate: 11.3%
• Displaced Housewife's Streusel Bar 09/08/23- Impressions: 4,916; Engagement: 1,123; Engagement Rate: 22.8%
• Election Cake (Video) 07/16/23 - Impressions: 33,197; Engagement: 401; Engagement Rate: 1.2%

Facebook:

Impressions:         996,354
Engagement Rate:   10.4%

Facebook (YTD):

Impressions:        213,126
Views: 33,098

Engagement Rate:   9.04%

2023/2024 Status2022/2023 Program Year
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Instagram Activity Summary
GOAL: 5 Million Impressions + Views at or above 3.5% Engagement (Facebook/Instagram/Twitter/Pinterest/YouTube) on owned channels and Launch of California Prunes 

TikTok channel, reach 25,000 views

Especially over the holiday season, we've been encouraging people 
to bake with California Prunes. Healthy-ish baking recipes 
consistently rank in the top for both engagement rate and 
impressions and have contributed towards our follower + 
engagement growth.
A @Threads channel was added as an extension of Instagram in July.

Top 5 Highlights:

Partnerships matter. Our influencer posts remain popular with our followers – especially Reel content. All 5 of our top posts in Q1 were reels created by 
influencers or chefs. Instagram algorithms have been heavily favoring videos over still images. During the last quarter, grower profiles, baked recipes and 
prune facts got great engagement.

Key Learnings

• Big Delicious' Goat Cheese Stuffed Prunes (reel) 08/21/23- Impressions: 1,424 Engagement: 233; Engagement Rate: 16.4%
• Kroll's Korner Chocolate Smoothie (reel) 08/29/23 - Impressions: 4,235; Engagement: 308; Engagement Rate: 7.2%
• Beyond Sweet and Savory's Sticky Toffee Pudding (reel) 08/17/23 - Impressions: 7,436; Engagement: 332; Engagement Rate: 4.4%
• Elina Saiach's Christmas Cake (reel) 12/13/23- Impressions: 809; Engagement: 141; Engagement Rate: 17.4%
• Bronwen Wyatt's Spiced Prune Caramel (reel) 11/27/23 - Impressions: 2,088; Engagement: 115; Engagement Rate: 5.5%

Instagram (YTD):

Impressions:        225,651
Views: 20,282  
Engagement Rate:    2.3%  

Instagram:

Impressions:           519,851
Engagement Rate:      1.7%

2022/2023 Program Year 2023/2024 Status
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X (Twitter) Activity Summary
GOAL: 5 Million Impressions + Views at or above 3.5% Engagement (Facebook/Instagram/Twitter/Pinterest/YouTube) on owned channels and Launch of California 

Prunes TikTok channel, reach 25,000 views

Each social channel has its own quirks. X is a bit of an 
odd duck. While Facebook and Instagram are both 
highly visual, on Twitter, impressions and 
engagements are driven more by witty repartee and 
sharing interesting facts. Overall engagement is down 
across this platform, following the transition to "X" in 
July and other changes by Elon Musk's team.

Top 5 Highlights:

Posts that interacted with celebrity accounts (especially celebrity chefs, and top food & wine publications) always get a lot of interaction. Tweets 
featuring influencer content and video content also fared well.

Key learnings:

• California Wine Month Cheese Board 09/02/23 - Impressions: 402 Engagements: 23 Engagement Rate: 5.7%
• Mariani Packing (video) 10/28/23  - Impressions:  342 Engagements: 18 Engagement Rate: 5.2%
• Prunes are What?? CA GROWN article 10/25/23 - Impressions: 296 Engagements: 15 Engagement Rate: 5%
• This Mess is Ours' Fruitcake 10/20/23 - Impressions: 344 Engagements: 13 Engagement Rate: 3.7%
• Hola Jalapeno Mole Recipe 10/08/23 - Impressions: 215 Engagements: 12 Engagement Rate: 5.6%

Twitter (YTD):

Impressions:         8,514
Engagement Rate:    4.39%

2023/2024 Status2022/2023 Program Year

Twitter:

Impressions:        119,222

Engagement Rate:     3.2%
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YouTube Activity Summary
GOAL: 5 Million Impressions + Views at or above 3.5% Engagement (Facebook/Instagram/Twitter/Pinterest/YouTube) on owned channels and Launch of California Prunes TikTok 

channel, reach 25,000 views

Google owns the vast majority of internet search 
traffic, with YouTube coming in a solid second. 
Because YouTube is owned by Google, it is 
important to optimize content so that our videos 
have the best chance of being seen. Currently we 
are populating our channel with farming content 
(grower interviews) and recipe videos. The videos 
with the best "viewer retention" are Guy 
Branum's Far Breton and The California Prunes 
Difference: our Exceptional Growers.

Like Pinterest, YouTube is a channel where content continues to gain momentum over time. While much older content continues to rank highest in terms 
of impressions, some of our newer content including the Holiday House, Stephanie Cmar's short rib recipe, the brownie recipe, and the Original Chicken 
Marbella recipe, appears to be making its mark.
While recipes appear to get the most initial traffic, farm features and influencer content are getting an impressive number of views.
Top videos this quarter were: How Eating CA Prunes Can Help Reverse Bone Loss, Health Benefits of Prunes with Leslie Bonci, California Prune Harvest, and 
Prunes, California Sunshine in Every Bite.

Key learnings:

2023/2024 Status

YouTube:

Watch Hours:     963.7
Video Views:     46K
Impressions:     413K

YouTube (YTD):

Watch Hours:   1,108.5
Video 
Views:    58K  Impressions:   
 713.5K

2022/2023 Program Year
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Pinterest Activity Summary

Since August 1, our Pinterest channel reached over 2 MILLION 
potential consumers. The beauty of this medium is that unlike 
Instagram and Facebook, "older" content that has proven 
successful continues to perform and circulate, which helps 
drive traffic to our newer content. Pinterest is the platform 
where people go to be inspired & find new recipes – and it's 
also where we can evaluate trends for the United 
States. We're still seeing people embrace comfort food and 
riffs on classic recipes, and baking and appetizers were 
particularly popular over the holidays. We are leaning into 
those trends with both boosted and organic pins.

Top 5 Highlights:

• Pinot Prune Jam, Views : 335K (with 10900 engagements)
• Chocolate Brownie Cookies, Views: 334K (with 9882 engagement)
• Spiced Prune Coffee Cake, Views: 1.3M (with 8214 engagements)
• Cock-a-leekie, Views: 234K (with 6735 engagements)
• Jalapeno Poppers, Views: 82K (with 1173 engagements)

Notes:

Baking, comfort food and appetizer recipes reign supreme 
– especially over the holiday season. With Super Bowl 
approaching, keep an eye on the new Jalapeno Poppers 
recipe. In just two weeks they earned 82K organic 
impressions!

Pinterest:

Audience:           7.4M
Impressions:        23.3M

Pinterest (YTD):

Audience:          2.3M
Impressions:        4.6M
Engagements:  78K

2023/2024 Status2022/2023 Program Year

GOAL: 5 Million Impressions + at or above 3.5% Engagement (Facebook/Instagram/Twitter/Pinterest/YouTube) on owned channels and Launch of California Prunes 

TikTok channel, reach 25,000 views
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TikTok Activity Summary
GOAL: 5 Million Impressions + Views at or above 3.5% Engagement (Facebook/Instagram/Twitter/Pinterest/YouTube) on owned channels and Launch of California Prunes 

TikTok channel, reach 25,000 views

Launched TikTok channel in mid-September. TikTok is an extension 
of the social and digital platforms where we can utilize content that 
we are making for other social media channels.

Top 5 Highlights:

Boosting is very effective, and we've found that short form, more dynamic recipe videos perform well. As TikTok viewership continues to grow in multiple 
demographics, we think it will be a place to expand our audience.

Key Learnings

• Vegan Chocolate Brownies 11/15/23- Views: 19K; Likes: 1,046
• Holiday Fruit & Nut House 12/3/23 -Views: 16K; Likes: 868
• Goat Cheese Stuffed Prunes 09/21/23 - Views: 10K; Likes: 341
• Original Chicken Marbella 10/5/23- Views: 1,277; Likes: 35
• Cock-a-Leekie Soup 10/08/23 Views: 1,073; Likes: 46

TikTok:

Views:   50K
Likes:    2,417

2023/2024 Status



Nutrition Communications
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Partnerships and outreach targeting health professionals 

and other health experts on the nutrition and health 

benefits of California Prunes 
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Research Promotion: Inflammation Study 

• In November, the authors of the Prune Study 
published a new paper in the Journal of 
Nutrition showing that loss in postmenopausal 
women, eating prunes daily may reduce markers 
of inflammation linked to reducing the effects of 
bone loss.

• The study was worth promoting to the nutrition 
and health professional community as a step in 
further knowledge about prunes’ role in 
managing inflammation. 

• The study’s effects were found with 100 grams 
of prunes daily, which is less actionable and 
newsworthy than the finding would be with a 
more realistic 50 gram serving – and we knew 
that could invite scrutiny should we inflate the 
study’s value. 

• We therefore chose to distribute a scientific 
toned release through two paid newswires and 
an e-mail blast to health professionals, spreading 
the news widely but without proactive pitching. 

Results of press release:
• 410 articles
• 250MM impressions

Results of e-blast to health 
professionals:
• 676 opens (39% open rate)
• 132 clicks (75 clicks to 

press release)
• Response from Lauren 

Manaker led to coverage in 
Eat This, Not That!
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Prunes. For Life. Nutrition Newsletter
Quarterly Outcomes and Running Averages Compared to Annual Goals 

KPI ANNUAL GOAL QUANTITY
Q1

NOV 2023
SPECIAL EDITION

DEC 2023*
Q2

FEB 2024
Q3

MAY 2024
Q4

JUL 2024
CURRENT RUNNING AVG. 
& TREND TOWARD GOAL

Subscriber Base
(Number of newsletter recipients)

INCREASE TO 2,000 1,838 1,814 n/a n/a n/a 1,814

Open Rate
(Percentage of recipients who opened the 

newsletter email)

INCREASE TO
40% (AVG)

(36% LY)
38% 39% n/a n/a n/a

38.5%
(+2.5 from LY)

Click Rate
(Percentage of recipients who clicked at 

least one link within the newsletter)

INCREASE TO
10% (AVG)
(9.4% LY)

4.3% 3.1% n/a n/a n/a
3.7%

(-5.7 from LY )

*SPECIAL EDITION: Additional e-blast sent to HPs highlighting publication of the inflammation study.

Key Learnings:
• Research highlights, health articles and recipes are among the top clicks.
• Click-thru rate (CTR) drops significantly after the first half of the newsletter. We'll experiment with a shorter, more concise 

newsletter for a future mailing to see if overall CTR improves.



FNCE 2023
Party in the Pink
Denver| October 8

What our sponsorship included:

1. Menu integration.
2. Swag bag inclusion.
3. Logo present on all materials.
4. Inclusion in press release and media segments.

At an event adjacent to the Academy of Nutrition and 
Dietetics Food and Nutrition Conference & Expo, media 
dietitians converged on the "Party in the Pink" where 
being "in the pink" is about peak wellbeing. This event 
gave the California Prune Board the opportunity to 
network with 100 of the top media dietitians and 
health influencers. Registered Dietitian and author of 
"The MIND Diet," Maggie Moon, served as the event 
host and she spoke to the many health benefits of 
California prunes as part of her presentation.



FNCE 2023
Party in the Pink
Denver| October 8

Event Outcomes

1. Two TV segments in Denver with highlights of 
the event and included California Prune 
mentions.

2. More than 85M impressions received from 
the press release that included a quote from 
Kiaran Locy.

3. Social media impressions for the event totaled 
more than 5.3M with sponsors tagged in posts 
and stories across multiple platforms.

4. Received earned coverage post-event from 
attendees.
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R.D. Activations

Lauren Manaker Talks Prunes and Bone Health 
for Women in Menopause

at the AAH Annual Dietitian Symposium

We attended the Advocate Aurora Health (AAH) 
Annual Dietitian Symposium in Schaumburg, IL. 
CPB partnered with AAH, bringing Lauren Manaker 
MS, RDN, LD, CLEC to speak about the benefits of 
prunes on bone health before, during and post-
menopause. Lauren has authored 3 books, boasts 
20 years of RD experience and is well respected 
amongst her peers. Prunes were highlighted with a 
specific focus on the research that suggests that 
consuming prunes every day can help prevent 
bone loss and preserve bone structure, reducing 
the risk of osteoporotic fractures. Over 300 people 
were reached, with both in-person and virtual 
attendance. We received excellent feedback and 
we look forward to partnering with Lauren again in 
the future.
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Other Nutrition Communications 

Progress & What’s Next

• To date: 
• Evolution of our list of top-target media dietitians.
• Development of an at-a-glance document about 

California Prunes nutrition and health benefits.
• Development of three website articles promoted 

in the health professional newsletter.
• Ongoing strategic counsel regarding connecting 

the nutrition research program with the nutrition 
communications program.

• What’s next:
• The consumer research will help us continue to 

refine who our top-target media dietitians should 
be (re: demographics, specialty, etc.), how we 
may reprioritize health benefit messaging, and 
how messaging can be more resonant with 
consumers. Media dietitians love hearing 
consumer insights about language, so they can 
improve their own language in media 
communications.

• We have two webinars planned in late February 
and in May with the Culinary Nutrition 
Collaborative. These will highlight nutrition 
research as well as prune versatility and cooking 
techniques.

Full articles are linked here.

Health benefits summary for HPs linked here.

https://californiaprunes.org/healthy-living/articles/
https://californiaprunes.org/download/prune-nutrition-research-summary/


Website Revamp
The CPB website gets a new look and improved 

functionality!

31



Objectives & Goals

• Increase Website Visibility

Ensure CPB is the premier, go-to source of 
online information about prunes.

• Improve User Experience

Drive users to information that best suits their 
needs by making the website more intuitive to find 
relative content. Increase speed and minimizing 
load times to encourage users to spend more time 
on the website.

• Improve Functionality

Improve the ease with which CPB and agency 
staffers can make site updates. Minimize 
website bugs and errors that cause lower 
rankings on google search engines.

32

Website Redesign
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Website Activity

Website Tracker [californiaprunes.org]

Activity 2020/21 Program 2021/22 Program 2022/23 Program
2023/24 Program

(In Progress)

Number of unique visitors 49,928 63,445 (+27%) 90,091 (+42%), 54,779

Number of sessions/visits 63,581 76,020 (+20%) 107,036 (+41%) 67,754

Pageviews 111,200 122,560 (+10%) 149,024 (+22%) 109,149

GOAL: Maintain a healthy website and regularly update content, improve SEO and build pages that connect to PR programs and offer resources 
for the industry. We are continuously improving our site to better serve consumers and industry stakeholders as the brand continues to grow.

Top Pages Visited:
1. Home
2. Recipes
3. Incredible Pecan Stucky Buns
4. Old-Fashioned Prune Cake
5. Sweet+ Spicy (and Delicious) Jalapeno Poppers
6. How to Make Traditional Sugar Plums
7. How to Make Prune Puree
8. Braised Chicken Thighs
9. How to Make Prune Butter + Ways to Use It
10.Traditional Scottish Cock-a-leekie Soup

Commentary:
• During the website rebuild, all pages, recipes, and 

pieces of content have been updated and optimized 
with new SEO technology.

• Content has been organized for multiple groups of site 
users for more intuitive navigation.

• All bugs and 404 errors have been addressed and 
corrected.

• Regular updates are being made to the site in order to 
stay relevant.



Website Activity

Acquisition Channel: 

Top Devices: 

Top 5 Search Terms Directing to CPB Site:

Commentary:

The majority of website traffic is coming from search engine activity. With direct traffic 
coming in second place, it may indicate that CPB is already seen as the go-to website 
for prune expertise, as visitors are coming directly to our website for content. Most 
visitors are using their mobile devices when accessing the CPB website. The website has 
also been optimized to create a great user experience in the palm of their hand.



Everything is in the green!
LCP: 
This is when things shift around on the page. For example, 
if a visitor is trying to click a button and the page shifts and 
they click on an ad instead, that's not the best user 
experience.

FID: 
This is how long the page takes to respond when the user 
interacts with it like clicking a button, etc.

CLS: 
This is the time it takes the largest element on the page to 
load during the initial page load. Google uses this to 
indicate how fast the page loads for users, also good for 
user experience.

Importance:
These three measurements are part of Google's Core Web 
Vitals. They are one of the factors considered in the Google 
search rank algorithm, so they do help determine where 
our pages rank in search results on Google.

SEO:
SEO has associated metrics but is fundamentally a practice 
or area of expertise used to improve visibility and traffic. It 
is the key factor for increased website traffic in concert with 
site speed, stability and "User Experience" - and the 
formatting of content is also a factor in user experience, 
along with speed/stability/web map. The main metrics 
would be our "on page SEO score" - which has gone from 
the low 50's to 78 in 6 months, which is affected by the 
total number of optimized pieces of content AND the 
percentage of optimized content.
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Trade & Industry Communications
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Industry Newsletters – 2023 
Highlights & Key Learnings

• The top performing articles for the year included: 

- Bloom Checklist (36 clicks) 
- Weather 30 Days After Bloom (43 clicks) 
- Early Summer Orchard Considerations (43 clicks)
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Key Performance 
Metric (KPI)

ANNUAL GOAL QUANTITY
Feb 

2023
May 
2023

June 
2023

Aug 
2023

Oct 
2023

Dec 
2023

AVERAGE 
CAMPAIGN 

PERFORMANCE

Subscriber Base
(Number of newsletter 

recipients)

INCREASE 460 485 515 507 505 514 511 506

Open Rate
(Percentage of recipients 

who opened the 
newsletter email)

INCREASE 49% 52.6% 49.7% 48% 50% 47% 57% 50.7%

Click Rate
(Percentage of recipients 
who clicked at least one 

link within the 
newsletter)

INCREASE 9% 9.8% 6.8% 9.3% 6.8% 7.3% 11% 8.5%

Orchard Notes Grower Newsletter – Goal 5-6 newsletters

Key Performance 
Metric (KPI)

ANNUAL GOAL QUANTITY
APRIL
2023

JUL
2023

NOV 
2023

AVERAGE 
CAMPAIGN 

PERFORMANCE

Subscriber Base
(Number of newsletter 

recipients)

INCREASE 1,390 1,421 1,407 1,406 1,411

Open Rate
(Percentage of recipients 

who opened the newsletter 
email)

MAINTAIN 36% 38% 45% 38% 40%

Click Rate
(Percentage of recipients 

who clicked at least one link 
within the newsletter)

INCREASE 4% 4.1% 8.6% 3.3% 5.3%

Positively Prunes Industry Newsletter – Goal 3x/year

• Orchard Notes continues to serve as a good touchpoint 
for growers. The Feb. newsletter went out at Bloom 
with seasonal tips and garnered more opens and clicks 
on the Orchard Checklist.

• Performance increased primarily due 
to engagement from prune summit.

• The top performing content included: 

 - PBS America's Heartland Video (135) 

 - Warm Sugar Plum Winter Cocktail (103)

 - Prune Summit (46 clicks)

Orchard Notes

Positively Prunes
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Outreach to Food Industry Trade Media

To date:
• We armed an agency colleague attending the 

International Foodservice Editorial Council 
(IFEC) annual meeting with California Prunes 
key messages and available trend-forward 
recipes and photos.

• From that, we identified four story 
opportunities in the coming year and have 
fulfilled two, placing a story in Foodservice 
Director and awaiting a winter one from 
National Culinary Review.

What’s next:
• We are continuing to monitor 

editorial calendars and stay in touch with 
editors about relevant topics, while 
considering outreach about the upcoming 
digital-focused chef events in NOLA and their 
featured recipes.

• We will conduct food manufacturer trade 
outreach when we have a new target audience 
and consumer insights about prunes to share.



CA Prunes x CA GROWN 
Partnership

Through our partnership with CA GROWN, the CA 
Prunes brand has gained visibility among consumers, 
retailers, and with global trade.

My Food Story

CA GROWN welcomed a delegation of International culinary 
professionals in late summer, hosting a 5-day agricultural tour of the 
Golden State as part of the FAS "My Food Story" campaign. Kiaran 
Locy of CPB served as co-host on the first day of the tour, including a 
welcome brunch with CDFA Sect. Karen Ross, a visit to a prune 
orchard, meeting two CA Prune growers, and meals featuring CA 
Prunes. Participating in the tour included a recipe and chef feature in 
the "My Food Story" cookbook, which will be launched along with 
related content by the FAS Dubai office at Gulfood in Feb. 2024. 
Several of the tour guests have included CA Prunes in their personal 
and FAS marketing content.

IFPA

CPB participated in a series of Retail RD meetings at IFPA’s Global 
Produce and Floral Show in Anaheim under the CA GROWN booth. 
This international tradeshow brought more than 20,000 attendees 
together and CA Prunes was on display as a featured specialty 
crop through a series of recipe demos and sampling while the CPB 
team shared the nutritional benefits of prunes for their shoppers. The 
RD meetings included retailers across the nation such as HEB, Krogers, 
Big Y, Giant Co., Meijer, Loblaws, ShopRite, Gelsons, and more. As 
follow up to these meetings, CPB sent custom branded tumblers 
with the CA GROWN Retail Nutrition Toolkit and other resources to 
foster top-of-mind awareness for these RDs and spark inspiration for 
their in-store newsletters, social or other content that can help 
amplify our messages directly to shoppers.
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Thank you
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